We introduce a simple model of "avalanches" in which there is continuous deposition of mass on a "tilted" substrate, with avalanches occurring whenever the mass at a given site reaches a preassigned threshold value h, . The avalanche is defined to sweep away all mass which is downhill from the initiation event. Basic dynamical features are studied, including the distribution of avalanche sizes and the time intervals between avalanches. For a one-dimensional "slope" of length L, the i -i //1 average avalanche size is found to scale as L ', and in the continuum limit the averaged steady--j /pI state mass distribution a distance x from the top of the slope scales as x '. Qualitatively similar results are found for avalanches on a two-dimensional substrate. Contrasts between the present avalanche model and models of self-organized criticality are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate the statistical properties of a simple "avalanche" model in which there is a continuous deposition of mass on a "tilted" substrate, with avalanches occurring whenever the mass at given site reaches a preassigned threshold value. In an avalanche, mass is defined as falling along a preferred direction which we consider as being imposed by an external field, such as gravity, and in the process coalesces with and removes all other mass that it contacts. Our model may mimic processes such as the falling off of water droplets on a thread, e.g. , dew on a cobweb, or the flow of water on an inclined plane, e.g. , rain on a window pane, or perhaps even real snow avalanches. The example of rain on a window pane appears to amenable to simple, yet quantitative experimental studies.
In addition to the potential connection with avalanche phenomena, we are also motivated by the "sandpile" models of self-organized criticality introduced by Bak and co-workers, ' which have generated considerable recent interest both theoretically ' and experimentally. Our avalanche model has several features in common with the sandpile models. There is a continuous input of mass into the system, with transport being initiated whenever the threshold for flow is exceeded 1ocally. In the avalanche model, however, the mass transport after threshold has been attained has a catastrophic nature, as the avalanche ends only when the boundary of the system is reached. This feature strongly contrasts with the dissipation mechanism in the sandpile models. Due to this dissipation, the sandpile model naturally evolves to a self-organized critical state in which many dynamical quantities exhibit power-law correlations. ' However, 
By exploiting Eq. (9), the sum over p"(n) can be eliminated to yield the closed-form expression
The factors in the product express the probability that in an interval which contains I masses, no subsequent avalanche occurs for the next t time units. Since one mass is added at each time step, t and m can again be used interchangeably in Eqs. (12) and (13). Now appealing to Eq. (9), P(t) can be reduced to
where the second relation continues to hold for the case t =m =1 if we continue to define R(1) via Eq. (12b). The basic qualitative features of these expressions for R ( m ) and P(t) is that they are similar in behavior to p"(m). We now study the autocorrelation functions associated with the mass transport to quantify the fluctuations in the mass flow through the system. For this purpose, we define the autocorrelation function for the mass contained in the interval c ", (t) = ( n (t')n (t'+ t ) ) -( n (t') )', (24) where n(t) is the total mass in the system at time t, and the angle brackets denote a time average over t'. Here we define the time so that the deposition rate is one particle per unit time interval. For the particular case h, =2, we can exploit the matrix formulation for the evolution of the system upon single-particle addition, Eq. (10), to formally write the autocorrelation function as OXp" (0) c ", (t) (25) Since the net mass leaving the system at time t is simply n(t+1) -n(t) -1, the autocorrelation of the fiux cs"" (t) is-given by c"""(t)=2c ", (t) -c ", (t -1) c", (t+1}. -(26) By diagonalizing the matrix M for intervals up to L =400 and also by direct simulation of the autocorrelation function for an interval of length 25, 000, we obtain identical results, which are shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 6(b) ]. On the other hand, for large h, there is an oscillation in the correlation function with a periodicity that coincides with the "renewal" time, i.e. , the time for the slope to be swept clean [ Fig. 6(c) ].
In two dimensions, we observe qualitatively similar behavior, except for the oscillations associated with the large h, limit. The absence of the oscillations stems from the lack of a well-defined renewal event. In both one and two dimensions, it appears that the correlation function decays rather quickly; there does not appear to be any evidence for power-law behavior. An avalanche in two dimensions can accrete mass in the lateral as well as in the longitudinal direction. In the lattice model, stationary mass which is laterally nearest neighbor to the avalanche is defined to become part of the avalanche (Fig. 1) . In the continuum case, any stationary droplet which is touched by the avalanche is considered to join the avalanche. Owing to this lateral mass accretion, the mass of the initial avalanche has a different dependence on system size than in one dimension. This size dependence can be found in terms of the shape of the region which is swept out by the avalanche. Since the first avalanche occurs when the density reaches a value of -2/A, the order of L ', the cleared region will have a wedge shape whose opening angle a is given by -2/h, , tan (a/2)~L '. Multiplying the area of this wedge by the initial mass density leads to the mass of the initial avalanche scaling as L with a'=(2 -4/h, ). Analogous arguments yield the same values for the exponents o. and a' in the two-dimensional continuum model. We used numerical simulations to test many of these predictions. Figure 7 shows the distributions of mass added until an avalanche, P(t), and the mass removed by an avalanche R(m), for both the first avalanche, and in the steady state. These results were obtained from single-particle deposition on a square of linear dimension L =512 for various thresholds h, . Estimates for the exponents a and a' defined in Eqs. (7) were obtained by extrapolating simulation results for L in the range 32 -512 to L~~. Figure 8 shows the L dependence of the mea- avalanche location to avalanche size will lead to the power-law behavior observed in the figure.
Simulations were also performed for the off-lattice avalanche model. Figures 9 and 10 are "snapshots" of the system at various stages of evolution; these impart a helpful visualization of the avalanche process. Imme iately after the first avalanche, there is a characteristic wedge-shaped area that is cleared (Fig. 9) . The steadystate configurations (Fig. 10) The shape of the cleared area can be found by a simple geometric argument (Fig. 11) 
